The interaction between doped graphene nanoislands connected by narrow junctions constitutes an ideal testbed to probe quantum effects in plasmonic systems. Here, we predict that the interaction between graphene plasmons in neighboring nanoislands is extremely sensitive to the size and shape of the junctions [1]. Due to the two-dimensional character of this material, the addition of a small number of atoms (<10) is sufficient to dramatically modify the absorption spectrum of the entire dimer. Our ab initio calculations predict three different regimes of interactions: For narrow bridges (<4 carbon-atom rows) the conductance of the junction is too low to allow electron transport and the optical response is a characteristic bonding dipolar dimer mode that also appear in a classical description; for wider junctions (4-8 carbon rows), a pronounced charge polarization is induced across the junction which gives rise to a novel "junction plasmon" that has no counterpart in a classical description; for wider junctions (>8 rows) the conductance of the junction is sufficiently large to allow charge transport between the two graphene islands, resulting in a pronounced charge transfer plasmon which can also be described classically. The intermediate regime between the classical narrow and wide junction regimes is marked by a plasmon localized at the junction that is absent in classical-electrodynamics calculations [2]. Also in contrast to classical theory, our quantum description predicts a minor dependence on the length of the junction and a strong dependence on its width, thus confirming the importance of a quantum mechanical description of the optical properties of bridged graphene dimers.
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